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San Jose Mercury News—provides local,
national, and international news coverage.
Bureaus in Sacramento and Washington, DC,
enable the newspaper to provide full
coverage of state and Federal Government
news. Particular emphasis is given to high
technology and the developments in the
industries of Silicon Valley, including
coverage of the following companies:
Hewlett-Packard, Apple Computer,
Consolidated Freightways, Intel, Amdahl,
Sun Microsystems, National Semiconductor,
Tandem Computers, Seagate Technology, and
Syntex. Bureaus in Tokyo, Mexico City, Los
Angeles, and Seattle enable the San Jose
Mercury News to focus on business and
economic developments of the Pacific Rim.
Other major areas of coverage include
science, medicine, and real estate.

SciSearch —is an international,
multidisciplinary index to the literature of
science, technology, biomedicine, and related
disciplines produced by the Institute for
Scientific Information’’ (ISI’’). SciSearch
contains all of the records published in the
Science Citation Index (SCI ), plus
additional records from the Current
Contents publications.

Social SciSearch —database is an
international, multidisciplinary index to the
literature of the social, behavioral, and
related sciences, produced by the Institute for
Scientific Information (ISI ). Social
SciSearch contains all of the records
published in the Social Sciences Citation
Index.

Softbase: Reviews, Companies, and
Products—is a suite of three discrete record
types: review records, product records, and
company records. The three linked and inter-
related record types can be used separately
or together, providing an important
navigation tool for researchers in the
intelligent information technology industry.
Detailed descriptions of products in the
product record file and of companies in the
company record file can be linked to each
other and to independent third-party reviews
and analyses abstracted from more than 200
business, computer, technical, trade, and
consumer publications.

Trade & Industry DatabaseTM (Gale Group
Trade & Industry DatabaseTM)—is a multi-
industry database covering international
company, industry, product, and market
information, with strong coverage of such
areas as management techniques, financial
earnings, economic climate, product
evaluations, and executive changes. Industry
subfiles allow users to narrow or broaden
their searches to one or more groups of
industry specific publications.

Transportation Research Information
Services—is a composite file with records
that are either abstracts of published articles
and reports, or summaries of ongoing or
recently completed research projects relevant
to the planning, development, operation, and
performance of transportation systems and
their components. TRIS provides
international coverage of ongoing research
projects, published journal articles, state and
Federal Government reports, conference
proceedings, research and technical papers,
and monographs.

Wall Street Journal Abstracts—contains
abstracts of all articles published in the

Eastern 3-star Edition of The Wall Street
Journal newspaper. The Wall Street Journal
is a daily newspaper valued worldwide for
its coverage of business, finance, and
economics.

Wilson Applied Science & Technology
Abstracts—provides comprehensive
abstracting and indexing of more than 400
core English-language scientific and
technical publications. Non-English-language
periodicals are indexed if English abstracts
are provided. Periodical coverage includes
trade and industrial publications, journals
issued by professional and technical
societies, and specialized subject periodicals,
as well as special issues such as buyers’
guides, directories, and conference
proceedings. Wilson Applied Science &
Technology Abstracts covers a wide range of
interdisciplinary fields through a broad array
of science and technology journals. Detailed
abstracts of 50 to 150 words describe the
content and scope of the source articles.
Materials indexed include feature articles,
interviews, obituaries, biographies, speeches,
and product evaluations.

WIPO/PCT Patents Full-Text—covers the
full text of PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty)
published applications issued under the
auspices of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) since 1983. At present,
171 member states participate in the PCT
system. A single PCT application can be
designated as valid in any or all of the
member states, so it is essentially equivalent
to having filed with each designated national
and regional patent office.

World Reporter—is a comprehensive,
global news source, developed jointly by
three of the world’s leading information
companies: The Dialog Corporation,
Financial Times Information, and Dow Jones
& Company. World Reporter covers the
leading newspapers, business magazines, and
newswires from all regions of the world,
including emerging markets.
[FR Doc. 01–14092 Filed 6–4–01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–16–P

COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS

Notice of Meeting

The next meeting of the Commission
of Fine Arts is scheduled for June 21,
2001 at 10:00 a.m., in the Commission’s
offices at the National Building
Museum, Suite 312, Judiciary Square,
441 F Street, NW, Washington, DC,
20001–2728. Items of discussion
affecting the appearance of Washington,
DC, may include buildings, parks and
memorials.

Draft agendas are available to the
public one week prior to the meeting.
Inquiries regarding the agenda and
requests to submit written or oral
statements should be addressed to
Charles H. Atherton, Secretary,
Commission of Fine Arts, at the above
address or call 202–504–2200.
Individuals requiring sign language

interpretation for the hearing impaired
should contact the Secretary at least 10
days before the meeting date.

Dated: in Washington, DC, May 30, 2001.
Charles H. Atherton,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 01–14115 Filed 6–4–01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6330–01–M

DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES
SAFETY BOARD

FOIA Fee Schedule Update

AGENCY: Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board.
ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: The Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board is publishing its
annual update to the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) Fee Schedule
pursuant to 10 CFR 1703.107(b)(6) of the
Board’s regulations.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 1, 2001.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Kenneth M. Pusateri, General Manager,
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board,
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700,
Washington, DC 20004–2901, (202) 694–
7060.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The FOIA
requires each Federal agency covered by
the Act to specify a schedule of fees
applicable to processing of requests for
agency records. 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(4)(i). On
March 15, 1991, the Board published for
comment in the Federal Register its
proposed FOIA Fee Schedule. 56 FR
11114. No comments were received in
response to that notice and the Board
issued a final Fee Schedule on May 6,
1991.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 1703.107(b)(6) of
the Board’s regulations, the Board’s
General Manager will update the FOIA
Fee Schedule once every 12 months.
Previous Fee Schedule updates were
published in the Federal Register and
went into effect, most recently, on June
6, 2000, 65 FR 35810.

Board Action
Accordingly, the Board issues the

following schedule of updated fees for
services performed in response to FOIA
requests:

Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Schedule of Fees for FOIA Services

(Implementing 10 CFR 1703.107(b)(6))
Search or Review Charge: $55.00 per

hour
Copy Charge (paper): $.04 per page, if

done in-house, or generally available
commercial rate (approximately $.10
per page)
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